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Reference Universe
 
Oneofmy favorite things abour 
being a reference 
librarian is me refer­
ence collection. I 
love perusing the 
subject encyclopedias 
for unique comem 
and enjoy watching 
my collection grow, 
both in prim and e-book formats. However, I find it difficult ro 
keep up with the resources in this valuable collection. Luckily, I 
found a rool that not only helps me remember these great tides 
but unlocks them for me, exposing articles and ideas I may not 
have considered. My rool is Reference Universe, from Paratext, 
an index ro the articles inside the reference collection, providing 
access points not found in traditional tide and subject headings 
of the OPAC. 
Reference Universe collaborates with hundreds of publishers ro 
index the article tides, tables of contems, and indexes of more 
than 40,000 reference tides. These tides include subject encyclo­
pedias, compendia, and handbooks from 1980 ro the present. 
General dictionaries and encyclopedias are not included. ABC­
CLIO, CQ Press, Facts On File, Gale, Garland, Greenwood, and 
Oxford are just a few of the publish­
ers that work with Reference Universe. 
Data from their tides are indexed 
and searched through the Reference 
Universe imerface. Keyword searches 
retrieve a list of relevam articles found 
in a library's reference collection. 
Links ro either the e-book article or 
the catalog record for prim tides con­
nect the user ro reference material. 
Behind the scenes, ISBNs are used ro connect reference comem 
ro individual titles. 
Eric Calaluca, president and CEO of Paratext, says, "Refer­
ence Universe does for reference works what citation databases 
do for journals." Librarians can't possibly know every article in 
every reference source, and mat is where Reference Universe can 
help. Searching Reference Universe for a ropic produces authori­
tative articles on that ropic, from a variety of perspectives. For 
example, a search for consciousness retrieves the usual suspects­
encyclopedias of religion, ethics, social science, philosophy, 
and psychoanalysis-bur also finds foundation articles in ency­
clopedias about racism, masculinity, and death and dying. It's 
serendipity at its best, releasing the riches buried in a multivol­
ume encyclopedia. 
The new imerface offers many imeresting features for librar­
ians and end users. Searching and browsing are available, with 
browse options by LC subject heading, publisher, tide of work, 
and index emries. Keyword searching can be done in a variety of 
ways, including searching only prim tides or e-book collections. 
Anomer powerful search feature, one of the reasons I purchased 
the product, is the ability ro search only one's own reference col-
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lection. This is very beneficial in referring users ro sources known 
ro be available on the shel£ It is also a great tool for training staff 
who are unfamiliar with the reference collection. 
Reference Universe also goes beyond a library's local collec­
tion. A search can be run on all available tides in the Reference 
Universe index, showing items not owned in one's library. This 
feature is helpful for collection-developmem purposes. If stu­
dems cannot locate suitable reference materials in the library, 
running a search of the emire collection can offer suggestions 
for new purchases. Additionally, usage data on the number of 
searches, search terms used, and tides frequendy in the results 
list (including those not owned) can be used for purchasing and 
weeding decisions. 
Reference Universe helps promote e-book reference collec­tions. Many libraries organize their e-books in the publisher 
platforms, but publishers tend ro merge e-book monograph and 
reference tides rogether, making it difficult ro search only refer­
ence comem. Reference Universe isolates the reference collection so 
that only foundation material is searched. If articles in e-books are 
found in me search, a persistem link ro the article level on most 
tides is attached, providing a smooth transition ro e-book coment. 
Reference Universe is currendy working on a model for library sys­
tems and consortia that host their own e-book platforms. 
Another recem addition ro Reference Universe is a search wid­
get, a small HTML application that 
can be placed on any Web page. The 
widget can be placed where users 
typically start their research, either in 
the database list, on the library home 
page, or on individual subject guides. 
Some libraries, like St. Mary's College 
of California, have added the Refer­
ence Universe widget ro their home 
page in a tabbed search environmem 
with the catalog, databases, reserves, and periodicals. This way, 
the library reference collection is front and cemer, not hidden in 
the OPAC with simple tide and subject heading access. 
With the release of reference e-book platforms for full-text 
searching, one would think a product like Reference Universe isn't 
really necessary. On the comrary, it's needed more than ever. As 
I've mentioned already, it searches the prim reference collection, 
roo, and by increasing access ro reference comem, it provides a 
return on investmem for prim (and electronic) collections. And 
while e-book platforms search the full text and locate a keyword 
in any-bur not necessarily the best-comext, Reference Universe 
searches only the article tides, table of comems, and index of a 
source, providing comext through a fully formed jmroduction ro 
one's ropic. After all, that is the mission of a reference collection, 
ro provide an jmwduction ro one's ropic. With Reference Uni­
verse, the job is a little easier. 
Sue Polanka is Head of Reference Instruction, Paul Laurence Dunbar 
Library, Wrighr Stare University, Dayton, Ohio. For more on e­
books, check out her blog, No Shelf Required [www.libraries.wright 
.edu/noshelfrequired]. 
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